RULES of
"CONNECTED FRENCH RIVIERA MARATHON NICE-CANNES"
ARTICLE 1: CONCEPT
“ CONNECTED FRENCH RIVIERA MARATHON” is a connected race organized by the Association Azur
Sport Organization. This connected race is a sports competition but also a participatory action for the
benefit for Aveni, CHU de Nice endowment Fund.

ARTICLE 2: PLACES AND DATES
Where is this race taking place? Wherever you want! It is a connected race. You carry out the
challenges of your choice as many outings as you want between 19 November, 2021 00.01am (Paris
GTM) and 28 November 2021 11:59 p.m. (Paris GTM) in compliance with the "Eco-Responsible Charter
of the connected runner" with his connected object (connected watch or mobile application)
“FINISHER MARATHON” CHALLENGE: run 42.195 km in as many sessions as you want between 19 and
28 November in one or more sessions ! You will be ranked live on time!
“KILOMETERS CHALLENGE”: Complete as many kilometers as possible in as many sessions as desired
between November 19 and 28. You will be ranked live by the number of kilometers accumulated! Once
the challenge is completed, get your finisher e-medal and your digital diploma!

ARTICLE 3: REGISTRATIONS
Registrations are open to all, born in 2001 and before, from November 19, 2021 until 28 November,
2021 on www.marathon06.com. The entry fee is a single price of € 2, regardless of the chosen
challenge. 100% of registrations are donated to the donation fund of CHU de Nice. When registering,
the participant receives a link by email allowing them to record their times achieved by importing a
GPX file of their activity from a connected object (watch OR application). Each participant can
download their personalized race number online in the colors of the event to wear them during their
race.

ARTICLE 4: COMMITMENT
All commitments are personal, firm and final, and cannot be reimbursed for any reason whatsoever.
No registration transfer is permitted for any reason. In order to respect the spirit of the "connected

Alpes-Maritimes Marathon", the bib that you have printed must be fully legible and worn in front of
your session. Participation implies the express acceptance by each competitor of said regulations as
well as of the eco-responsible charter of the connected runner.

ARTICLE 5: RACE TIME
The event will start on November 19 at 00:01 a.m.(Paris GTM) and participants will have until
November 28 at 11:59 p.m. (Paris GTM) to participate.

ARTICLE 6: IMAGE RIGHTS
When entering the event, each competitor expressly authorizes Azur Sport Organization (or his
beneficiaries) to use or have used or reproduced or have his name, image, voice, and sports
performance reproduced within the framework of the competition. 'test with a view to any direct
exploitation or in a form derived from the test and this, on any medium, throughout the world, by all
means known and unknown to date, and for the entire duration.

ARTICLE 7: INSURANCE
You participate in this connected race at your own risk and under your full responsibility. You are
aware that this activity requires adequate physical preparation and you certify that you are in good
general health, that you had a medical examination less than a year ago and that you have the
necessary physical condition to participate. You certify that you are in possession of an individual
accident insurance policy covering bodily injury. You release Azur Sport Organization, their employees
and managers and the organizers from any liability for any claim whatsoever, relating to any personal
injury, death or material damage resulting from your participation in this event.

ARTICLE 8: REWARDS
Each participant will be able to obtain their virtual medal and download their digital diploma as a
personalized souvenir attesting to their mobilization with their mileage reference and their time once
the challenge is over. People who have not completed the entire challenge will be ranked according to
the distance traveled and the number of sessions completed.

